The biological basis of consciousness is one of the most challenging and fundamental questions in 21st century science. A related pursuit aims to identify the neural correlates and causes of unconsciousness. We review current trends in the investigation of physiological, pharmacological, and pathological states of unconsciousness at the level of large-scale functional brain networks. We focus on the roles of brain connectivity, repertoire, graphtheoretical techniques, and neural dynamics in understanding the functional brain disconnections and reduced complexity that appear to characterize these states. Persistent questions in the field, such as distinguishing true correlates, linking neural scales, and understanding differential recovery patterns, are also addressed.
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Defining and Contextualizing the Neural Correlates of Unconsciousness
Consciousness (see Glossary) remains among the most profound and challenging questions in science and philosophy, with important and far-reaching implications. The study of how consciousness is disrupted physiologically (e.g., sleep), pharmacologically (e.g., anesthesia), and pathologically (e.g., coma) can yield insight into the neural mechanisms of subjective experience and can also inform clinical care in fields such as anesthesiology and neurology.
Although a question that dates to antiquity, the science of consciousness as a multidisciplinary field of inquiry coalesced in the mid-1990s, with related investigations of unconsciousness emerging at around the same time. The past 10-15 years has witnessed a proliferation of conceptual and methodological breakthroughs. Philosophical and neuroscientific theories have motivated new empirical studies that endeavor to capture subjective experience and its disruption in a principled way that builds upon but moves beyond the study of wakefulness that emerged in the 1940s and 1950s. Refined approaches to acquiring and analyzing functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), and electrocorticography (ECoG) data have resulted in a foundation for understanding what might be necessary (albeit perhaps not sufficient) for consciousness and the minimal requirements for critically disrupting phenomenal experience of the world.
The phrase neural correlates is often connected to consciousness and was defined by Crick and Koch [1] as 'the minimal set of neuronal events that gives rise to a specific aspect of a conscious percept'. It should be noted that this minimal set does not include all conditions required for wakefulness or conscious experience and also that there is a somewhat controversial causal implication in the term 'gives rise'. Strictly speaking, the neuronal prerequisites (e.g., preconscious and physiological factors) and consequences (e.g., verbal access and reflection) should be distinguished from the true neural correlates that have the most direct relationship with each specific conscious experience [2, 3] . One could argue that it might be worth applying less stringent epistemological criteria for the neural correlates of Highlights fMRI, high-density EEG, MEG, and ECoG are used to assess brain networks during unconsciousness.
Large functional brain networks reconstructed from neuroimaging and neurophysiologic data are analyzed with various connectivity measures, graph theory, and methods that reveal dynamics.
Sleep, general anesthesia, and disorders of consciousness are characterized by disrupted functional connectivity as well as a constrained repertoire of functional states.
Unconsciousness is characterized by decreased network efficiency and increased modularity.
Cortical dynamics are stabilized during unconsciousness.
During unconsciousness, disrupted connectivity, reduced efficiency, and a constrained repertoire of dynamic states create inhospitable conditions for information transmission and integration, which is likely required for normal consciousness.
